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Unique ideas for combining
online and offline channels for
B2C marketers.
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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
When is the last time you deleted an email? Did you open it before you
did? Today’s digital world is a packed space. And cutting through it to
get your message heard is next to impossible.
Now, when is the last time you came to your desk and saw a package
on it? Did you toss it directly into your waste basket before you opened
it? Doubtful.
The emotional connection of tactile mail is undeniable. You can leverage
this connection in B2C marketing campaigns, and it can be scalable,
intelligent and measurable. Not to mention affordable when precisely
targeted.
Sound complicated? It isn’t! Flip through our idea book, get inspired and
get noticed.
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CHAPTER 1

BRAND
AWARENESS
Your story is worth remembering. Your brand is worth
acting on.

Tactile marketing has a phenomenal response rate:
20% higher than digital. (Canada Post Corporation)

Here’s how you can capture that power for
brand awareness campaigns.

Getting Noticed
THE GOAL
You want to drive credit card members to a travel site
where destinations are being auctioned every day.

HOW YOU DO IT
Create a sense of urgency with a playful
message: “Get the best of Hong Kong before
someone else does,” and an already “eaten”
fortune cookie. The direct mail targets only
prospects that haven’t responded to emails or
digital ads.
Provide a custom hashtag for recipients to use
and watch the social word of mouth spread.

Make a
Connection
THE GOAL
You want to drive foot traffic to your brick-and-mortar
store. The ultimate goal: get more people to use your
company credit card.

HOW YOU DO IT
You target your existing card customers, for
whom you have a home address, sending a
personalized map that leads from their home
to your store. The map is different for each
customer and is printed on a postcard with a
coupon if they swipe their store card. The map
takes personalization beyond just including a
name and shows that you value your customers
as individuals, not cogs in a wheel.

Expand
and Reach
THE GOAL
You need to sign a target number of very specific
patients to qualify as an in-network provider. The
process usually takes 90-120 days. You want to
reduce this timeline so you can become an in-network
provider faster.

HOW YOU DO IT
You create a segment of potential patients
in your provider area and target them with
postcard mailers that are sent directly from your
marketing automation platform. The postcards
encourage the patients to book an appointment
with you by directing them to your online
scheduler.
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CHAPTER 2

DRIVING
CONVERSIONS
Tactile marketing increases conversions.
The numbers speak for themselves:

92%

of young shoppers say they prefer direct mail for
making purchasing decisions. (Alpha Graphics)

70%

of customers have re-started a relationship because of
direct mail. (Direct Mail Association)

20%

The average ROI for direct mail campaigns is between
18 and 20 percent. (Ballatine)

Here’s how tactile marketing can work in your
campaign to drive conversions.

Drive Site Visitors
to Purchase
THE GOAL
You want to send a catalog of your best furniture
pieces to a potential customer to drive conversion from
browsing to purchase.

HOW YOU DO IT
You target cookied customers that have spent a
lot of time browsing on your site. Browsing data
automatically populates a customized catalog, so
only the style they love appears in the booklet. The
booklet has a strong CTA driving them to make
their purchase. This personalized catalog builds
an omni-channel experience that speaks to your
quality and service.

Build Trust with
Product Samples
THE GOAL
You want to send a sample of your diabetes testing kit to
potential customers, but need to personalize the sample
for greater impact and improve the efficiency of your
fulfillment process.

HOW YOU DO IT
You add the sample kit to your digital campaign
workflow so customers who request a sample
online are automatically sent a kit. A personalized
card is included that introduces their area sales rep
and drives them online to make a purchase.
At the same time, your area sales rep is alerted
that the delivery was successful so they can send a
timely follow-up email or call.
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Convert
Abandoned
Shopping Carts
THE GOAL
A customer has an abandoned cart filled with
unpurchased women’s apparel. You already use digital
retargeting ads, but you want to go one step further
and get her back on your site to purchase that order.

HOW YOU DO IT
Send a package to her address (which was
captured when she started her order) that
includes fashion “recipe” cards featuring images
of her unpurchased items. Seal the deal with a
discount that drives her back to her shopping
cart to complete the purchase.
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CHAPTER 3

GROWTH
AND RETENTION
Tactile marketing has a special place in the
omni-channel experience because it sticks in a
customer’s memory unlike anything else.

According to True Impact Marketing, most consumers
have a 75% recall rate for tactile marketing.

When you combine that amazing recall rate
with growth and retention campaigns, you can
drive amazing results. Here are some examples.

Welcome
New Customers
THE GOAL
You want to welcome new customers to your
provider network, but you have to navigate a maze of
compliance law. You send a welcome email, but have a
segment of customers with incorrect email addresses
on file. You need to bring them online while enticing
them and remaining compliant.

HOW YOU DO IT
Your marketing automation campaign listens for
the email bounce and automatically triggers the
send of a physical welcome kit.
CRM data populates the member’s name,
effective date and plan details in the letter. The
appropriate Summary of Benefits Coverage is
also automatically included in the kit along with
a CTA to get the member to update their email.
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Reward Loyal
Customers, Drive
Repeat Purchases
THE GOAL
You want to encourage repeat purchases and fuel new
customer acquisition through word-of-mouth marketing.

HOW YOU DO IT
Use a tiered reward system. Present small, digital
rewards for being a part of the program, then
encourage repeat purchases by mailing a gift as
the customer moves up the loyalty ladder.

Capture Email
and Customer
Data
THE GOAL
You need to capture emails for customers that have
purchased your home security system, but haven’t
completed their accounts. Because you do home
installations, you have plenty of mailing addresses on file.

HOW YOU DO IT
You target new customers that haven’t logged
into their profiles yet and have no email on
file. You send a letter, personalized with
their name, and an offer to get a gift card if they log
into their account and complete their profile data.

Comply With
Regulatory
Notices
THE GOAL
You want to reach financial services customers with a
privacy update, and if they don’t get the notice you’re out
of compliance and could face stiff fines. Sending paper
notices to all of your customers would be expensive. How
do you stay in compliance without breaking your budget?

HOW YOU DO IT
Leverage data from digital marketing to
automatically trigger paper notices to “non-digital”
customers that have critically low digital response
rates, no email on file, or choose to only get paper
notices. By only targeting customers that actually
need paper notices you dramatically reduce spend
and remain compliant.

Capture More
Referrals
THE GOAL
You want to boost online customer referrals for
your beauty and health product line and drive usergenerated content for your social media channel.

HOW YOU DO IT
You send existing customers a direct mail
postcard that grabs their attention and points
them to your mobile ecommerce site. There’s
a special code on the postcard for an online
discount, redeemable if they share the same
offer with their friends. They access your site,
send the referral to their friends’ email and
everyone redeems their offer. You just earned
valuable word-of-mouth referrals and instant
conversions for new customers.

CONCLUSION

You’re Only
Limited By Your
Imagination
The scenarios here are real use cases provided by
our customers, but these aren’t the only ways you
can use tactile marketing.
You’re only limited by your imagination. PFL makes
it possible to implement tactile marketing into a
true omni-channel experience that engages your
customers, dramatically boosts ROI and makes a
real impact.
The future of direct mail isn’t batch and blast
campaigns, it is smart, focused, evergreen outreach.
It integrates with your CRM and marketing
automation platform’s digital programs, allowing
tactile marketing pieces to be triggered by
customer behavior and personalized with customer
data. It is your marketing secret weapon.

Ready to give
your marketing a boost?
Call us at 800.930.5088 or send an
email to inquire@pfl.com.
www.PFL.com

PFL is a marketing technology company that provides sales enablement and marketing automation solutions, as well as printing, mailing, and fulfillment
services. We directly connect B2B and B2C organizations to cutting-edge solutions that accelerate productivity and drive business forward.
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